The powerful strikes from the blades caught the black knight off guard, it fell back its spiked shoulder pauldrons shifting slightly. The dark armored beast stands and raises its blade, its black eyes focused on the being before it. A tall creature wearing all gold armor and bearing the insignia of the kingdom of light, the golden clad warrior raises its blade "takoul'far dovakin, your life ends here" the voice sounding like a deep growl. The dark armored creature growls and flips its large blade back behind it and charges at the golden warrior who braces itself holding its pair of blades at the ready. One of the blades being as dark as onyx the other as white as marble. The black knight swings forth its heavy blade and the golden warrior waits till the last moment before bringing up its own blades in a cross over its head catching the heavy blade. Due to the force and weight the golden warrior is driven to its knees, a snarl is heard then the gold clad warrior spins out its leg catching the black warrior in the knee and making it fall backwards the heavy blade hitting the ground and digging into the stone. The golden warrior gets to its feet quickly and moves over the dark knight placing a blade to its exposed flesh "dovakin, you are finished" the gold knight bringing its blade down into the soft flesh of the dark knight's throat ending its existance.

The gold knight stands and flicks the blood from the twin blades, it spins them over in his hand then places them in the rings that it had on either side of its body, the onyx blade on its right side the marble blade on its left. The golden armor clad knight moves from over the dark knight and takes off its gauntlets revealing a pair of black claws, it then holds out its hands and a pair of circles appear, one on each hand. It then speaks in a low voice the words coming fast and the circles begin to spin glowing and gaining runes as they spin. The runes then stop and a right side up star appears on the right hand a upside down star on the left, the pair of circles begin to pulse with an inner light before the sky darkens, the ground shakes, and the air crackles. Then as if the gods themselves were decending upon the plain, the sky splits open and a blinding light that no mortal could look at without being turned to dust hits the area around the gold night with enough force to crack the earth in two. The light seems to grow in intensity that it shoots out into space and lights up the darkness that is the cosmos. The column of light grows in size and intensity until there is nothing but the light. 

The dark knight seems to break apart under the light, the armor breaking into pieces, the pieces moving up into the sky and disenigrating. When the armor was gone a solid white scaled dragon was left in the wake of the armor, the golden knight still standing with its hands out the circles still pulsing. "Ja'kell harou'k Ragnarock" the golden knight speaks then brings its hands together at the chest the light suddenly vanishing. Then as the knight pulls its hands apart the light that was blinding the cosmos was now between its palms "you'rvas griffith Egretous" the knight says before the armor shatters around the knight to reveal a solid black dragon taller than the tallest tree, and darker then the cosmos themselves. The light still clutched between its claws, the pulsing brightness seeming to be fighting to be released form the grasp of the massive dragon. The white scaled dragon stands and its claws begin to overflow with a darkness that would make the purest of heart be vile and the most couragous of warrior tremble in fear. The white scaled dragon's eyes were closed but it slowly opened them and looked up at the other "tah ro sah" it says before the ground splits open around the dragon causing the dark one to loose its footing and fall as the very earth was shattered apart. The white scaled dragon watches as the other fell into the firey core of the planet to be consumed the light still between its claws "vak ra sou" the white scaled one says before looking up and vanishing into a darkness...



